Role of Electroencephalography in Presurgical Evaluation of Temporal Lobe Epilepsy
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Surgery remains a therapeutic option for patients with medically refractory epilepsy. Comprehensive presurgical evaluation includes electroencephalography (EEG) and video EEG in identifying patients who are likely to benefit from surgery. Here, we discuss in detail the utility of EEG in presurgical evaluation of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy along with illustrative cases.

1. Introduction

Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is the most common form of epilepsy worldwide. Anterior temporal lobectomy (ATL) for medically refractory TLE secondary to mesial temporal sclerosis (MTS) is the most commonly performed surgical procedure in many of the comprehensive epilepsy management centres. Surgery is ideally directed towards complete seizure freedom without or with very minimal cognitive or functional deficits. Wiebe et al. in 2001 published the only randomised control study demonstrating the effectiveness of surgery in adults with medically refractory TLE [1]. Here, we would like to emphasise that the art of presurgical workup is to effectively use all the clinical, imaging, and electrophysiological information to localize the seizure onset zone (SOZ) and the epileptic network. In this paper, the electroencephalography (EEG) aspects of TLE with relevance to surgery are discussed with illustrative cases (see Table 1).

2. Surface EEG

Electrophysiological assessment remains the cornerstone for patients with TLE [10]. Standard EEG with 10–20 system provides limited coverage of the temporal regions detecting only about 58% of temporal spikes or interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs). Additional electrodes help in increasing this yield [11, 12]. Silverman’s electrodes (T1 and T2, placed at posterior one-third and anterior two-thirds of a line connecting the outer canthus of the eye and the tragus) are often used to record from the anterior-basal areas of the temporal lobes [13–16]. Mandibular notch, nasopharyngeal (NP), sphenoidal (SP), and foramen ovale (FO) electrodes offer a unique opportunity for simultaneous intracranial and surface EEG recording without breach of the skull. They may lateralize seizures in adults and children with mesial TLE when scalp ictal EEG fails [20–22]. It serves as intermediary between surface and invasive recordings.

NP recordings are cumbersome and provide little information over the well-tolerated routine anterior temporal and ear recordings especially with regard to anterior temporal IEDs [17, 18]. However, NP recordings have increased sensitivity for IEDs arising from mesiobasal temporal regions (increasing IEDs identification by 25%) [19]. FO electrodes offer a unique opportunity for simultaneous intracranial and surface EEG recording without breach of the skull. They may lateralize seizures in adults and children with mesial TLE when scalp ictal EEG fails [20–22]. It serves as intermediary between surface and invasive recordings.

The utility of SP electrodes remains debated. In TLE, fluoroscopic placement of SP electrodes below foramen ovale increases the sensitivity and interrater agreement for recognizing IEDs and ictal rhythms [18, 23]. In asymmetric onset ictal scalp EEG recordings, ictal changes may be
### Table 1: Clinical details of the illustrative cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Age/sex/age at seizure onset</th>
<th>Seizure type</th>
<th>Interictal EEG (VEEG)</th>
<th>Ictal EEG (VEEG)</th>
<th>MRI brain</th>
<th>Neuropsychology</th>
<th>FDG-PET/SPECT</th>
<th>Surgical procedure/histopathology</th>
<th>Outcome (Engel score)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30/M/16</td>
<td>CPS with epigastric aura</td>
<td>Right anterior temporal IEDs, moderate right temporal theta-delta regions</td>
<td>Type I rhythm over right temporal/temporal-polar regions</td>
<td>Right MTS</td>
<td>Mild nonverbal dysfunction</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Right TLY</td>
<td>Grade I</td>
<td>Typically MTLE Type I IEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Focal slowing Type 1 ictal rhythm.</td>
<td>Associated cortical dysplasia with MTS [2, 3]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5, 6</td>
<td>60/M/41</td>
<td>CPS</td>
<td>Right temporal IEDS Occasional right temporal theta</td>
<td>Type II ictal rhythm</td>
<td>Cavernous hemangioma in the right temporal neocortex</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Limited corticectomy</td>
<td>Grade I</td>
<td>Late-onset epilepsy Oligospikestype 2 ictal pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7, 8, 9, 10</td>
<td>27/F/16</td>
<td>CPS with unclear aura</td>
<td>Rare right anterior temporal IEDs Mild right temporal theta</td>
<td>Spikes (often periodical) and slowing over temporal pole, HC, and PHC areas Electrographic seizures over PHC area Clinical seizures: ictal onset over anterior mesial temporal structures with rapid posterior temporal lesion area with a faster frequency</td>
<td>Right posterior temporal enhancing lesion (fusiform gyrus) Normal mesial temporal structures</td>
<td>MILD nonverbal dysfunction</td>
<td>PET—mild hypometabolism right mesial temporal structures</td>
<td>TLY with lesionectomy DNET Mild neuronal loss and abnormal neurons in the neocortex</td>
<td>Grade I</td>
<td>Oligospikestype 2 ictal pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dual pathology occurs. Importance of dealing with both pathologies to achieve better seizure outcome [4, 5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20/M/18</td>
<td>CPS</td>
<td>Occasional mild right temporal slowing No spikes</td>
<td>Initially, no clear changes. Late right temporal theta delta lateralization</td>
<td>Right posterior temporal enhancing lesion (fusiform gyrus)</td>
<td>Very mild nonverbal dysfunction</td>
<td>SPECT (&lt;4 seconds)—no areas of increased perfusion other than lesion</td>
<td>Lesionectomy Pilocytic astrocytoma</td>
<td>Grade I</td>
<td>Late lateralization in temporal lobe epilepsy [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12, 13, 14</td>
<td>32/M/16</td>
<td>CPS, no clear aura</td>
<td>Essentially normal</td>
<td>Subdural lines: left temporal ictal onset spreading to right temporal at onset of clinical semiology without involving the left neocortical temporal areas.</td>
<td>Severe left MTS</td>
<td>Moderate verbal dysfunction</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Selective AH</td>
<td>Grade I</td>
<td>Seizure pattern spread and surface expression need inferior and lateral temporal cortex involvement for surface expression Wasted hippocampal syndrome Ictal SPECT of limited use here as seizures remained subclinical when localised to the left temporal lobe In this case, interictal PET might be valuable if it shows left mesial temporal hypometabolism and normal right temporal metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Figure</td>
<td>Age/sex/age at seizure onset</td>
<td>Seizure type</td>
<td>Interictal EEG (VEEG)</td>
<td>Ictal EEG (VEEG)</td>
<td>MRI brain</td>
<td>Neuropsychology</td>
<td>FDG-PET/ SPECT</td>
<td>Surgical procedure/ histopathology</td>
<td>Outcome (Engel score)</td>
<td>Comments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>38/F/13</td>
<td>CPS</td>
<td>Bitemporal theta</td>
<td>Left temporal type 2 rhythm</td>
<td>Moderate verbal and mild nonverbal dysfunction</td>
<td>PET—left temporal hypometabolism</td>
<td>Left temporal polar selective AH</td>
<td>Grade I</td>
<td>Bitemporal IEDs in TLE, seizure onset zone, neuropsychology, MRI, and PET help ascertain degree of laterality and predict outcome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bilateral anterior temporal IEDS (Right &gt; left (70:30))</td>
<td>No right temporal seizure onset (16 seizures)</td>
<td>Severe left MTS and subtle right HC signal changes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>42/F/32</td>
<td>CPS with left upper limb paraesthesia at onset, hypersalivation, and hypomotor</td>
<td>Left temporal theta-delta</td>
<td>Type 1 left temporal rhythm after few seconds of attenuation</td>
<td>Moderate verbal &gt; mild nonverbal dysfunction</td>
<td>PET—left mesial temporal and left insular hypometabolism</td>
<td>Medical management</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>EEG alone does not distinguish temporal from temporal plus epilepsies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Left temporal-frontal IEDS</td>
<td>Left MTS, subtle signal changes in right HC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Interictal EEG Findings in TLE

Preoperative interictal EEG abnormalities commonly observed in TLE are focal arrhythmic slowing (either theta or delta) and focal IEDs that are often restricted to the anterior temporal areas (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)). In majority, these abnormalities correlate well with SOZ and the structural abnormalities seen on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (illustrative case 1). In TLE, single or
serial outpatient EEGs demonstrate strong correlation of interictal abnormalities with areas of surgical resection and postoperative seizure outcomes (90% for IEDs and 82% for focal slowing) [29, 30]. Such strong correlations may obviate the need for mandatory ictal recordings during presurgical workup in patients with unilateral hippocampal atrophy (HA) and congruent clinical and neuropsychological data [31]. However, ictal recording becomes essential to rule out the possibility of concurrent psychogenic nonepileptic seizures (PNESs) [32]. Moreover, bilateral TLE, coexisting extratemporal epilepsy, or generalized epilepsy may not be appreciated in routine outpatient scalp EEGs.

IEDs and clinical semiology aid to differentiate between mesial TLE (mTLE) and lateral or neocortical TLE (nTLE) [33]. The IEDs remain lateralized to the temporal regions in both syndromes (illustrative cases 1 and 2). In mTLE, IEDs are dominant over the anterior mesial temporal areas (T1/2, A1/2, F7/8, and T3/4), while patients with nTLE tend to have more lateral and posterior temporal IEDs (T5/6). While mesial temporal IEDs can infrequently occur in nTLE, converse is unlikely, that is, nTLE patients usually do not have neocortical IEDs. In TLE associated with MTS, IEDs tend to be more localized to the anterior temporal regions, while in the TLE associated with tumors, there is an increased tendency for bilateral expression of IEDs [34]. Typical anterior temporal spikes can also be seen in extratemporal epilepsy (a.k.a. temporal plus syndrome) [35, 36] (illustrative cases 7, 8).

Approximately 30 percent patients with unilateral TLE on other evaluation parameters show bitemporal IEDs [37, 38]. Many of these patients with refractory epilepsy do well with epilepsy surgery. However, greater degree of bilateral IEDs trends towards lesser postoperative seizure outcomes [39]. Chung et al. [40] in an invasive depth study of patients with unilateral SOZ demonstrated that greater than 90 percent lateralization of IEDS resulted in good surgical outcome in more than 90 percent of patients. Less than 90 percent laterality of IEDs resulted only in 50 percent of patients having good surgical outcome. Additionally, SOZ also predicts surgical outcomes in patients with bilateral temporal IEDs. Bilateral SOZ and bilateral IEDs have very poor outcome with surgery (only 12% seizure-free), while those with bilateral IEDs but unilateral SOZ have favorable outcome (40 to 56 percent) [41]. Repeated video EEG recordings may be at times necessary to demonstrate consistency of ictal laterality in TLE with bilateral IEDs [42]. Other findings such as MRI abnormality, hippocampal sclerosis (HS), neuropsychology, and clinical details help to determine the degree of laterality and the surgical outcome [42, 43]. Interestingly, in many with bilateral IEDs and good postoperative outcome followup, EEGs may show reduction or disappearance of contralateral spikes thus supporting the “seizure-induced epileptogenesis” hypotheses for contralateral IEDs [44] (case 6). Temporal IEDs also predict ictal scalp pattern. Lateralized ictal patterns are more common with unilateral temporal IEDs than bilateral [45]. The presence of bisynchronous IEDs in unilateral TLE is predictive of higher incidence for generalized seizures, but such patients still have favorable surgical outcome [46].
Temporal “plus” epilepsies are characterized by seizures involving a complex epileptogenic network of the temporal lobe and the neighboring structures such as the orbitofrontal cortex, the insula, the frontal and parietal operculum, and the temporo-parieto-occipital junction [47–49]. Neither temporal IEDs nor temporal SOZ effectively rules out “temporal lobe plus” epilepsies (Figure 17). These patients are often recognized by a combination of clinical, imaging, and EEG findings. The IEDs are often precentral and bilateral in these patients. They often need invasive monitoring to localize the SOZ. Insular seizures due to dense temporo-limbic connections have clinical manifestations very similar to TLE.
Figure 4: (Case 1) (a) Theta-delta slowing (arrows) and sharp waves (*) over the right temporal region (phase reversal across T4) in anterior-posterior bipolar montage in right MTLE. (b) Ebersole ictal pattern type I involving the right temporal region (arrows) in one of the complex partial seizures recorded during continuous video (LFF = 1 Hz; HFF = 70 Hz).

Figure 5: (Case 2) A typical right temporal IED involving F8, A2, and T4 during sleep (LFF = 0.1 Hz; HFF = 70 Hz) in a patient with refractory CPS secondary to right temporal neocortical cavernous hemangioma.

Figure 6: (Case 2) Ictal changes as right temporal seizure onset (F8, A2, and T4) with minimal involvement of the right frontopolar (FP2) region (type 2 ictal rhythm).

[50–53]. Such seizures are characterized by a sensation of constriction in the throat, paresthesias, or warmth feeling over the perioral region or large body territories, followed by focal sensory-motor manifestations. Positron emission tomography (PET) and ictal single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) studies may help identify few of these patients with nonlesional insular seizures [54] (illustrative case 7).

The electrical dipole nature of the IEDs has a prognostic value. A relatively localized negativity with steep voltage gradient at the anterior temporal electrodes or sphenoidal electrodes with widespread vertex positivity termed as “Ebersole type 1 source” localizes the abnormality to mesiobasal temporal lobe (illustrative case 1). These patients are likely to have a very good surgical outcome. IEDs with relatively broad frontal-basal negativity that may cross the midline, gradual voltage gradient, and poor electropositivity (“Ebersole type 2 source”) indicate either nTLE or frontal originating spikes [55, 56] (illustrative case 2).
Frequent IEDs (i.e., 60 spikes/hour in one EEG recording) are associated with less than desirable outcome after temporal lobectomy (TLY) [57]. This supports the “mouse model hypothesis” that IEDs are inhibitory phenomena, and they help to control seizures [58]. A small subset of patients with TLE have infrequent or absent IEDs (cases 2, 3). Such “oligospikers” (i.e., IEDs < one in an hour on several scalp EEG recordings) tend to have a good ictal localization and excellent surgical outcomes similar to other TLE patients. Oligospikes in TLE often correlate with later age of seizure onset, low seizure frequency, lesser tendency for status epilepticus (SE), or hippocampal atrophy (HA). This subset likely represents milder degree of MTS without differences in etiological factors [59]. Absence of IEDs may suggest extratemporal seizures, and such patients may need extra care during presurgical workup [60].

Small sharp spikes (SSS) or benign epileptiform transients of sleep (BETS) are benign epileptiform variants common in adolescents and young adults. These are typically monophasic or diphasic discharges, without aftercoming slow wave, having widespread distribution and are often most prominent over the anterior temporal and frontal regions. They occur sporadically and independently over both hemispheres and are often seen during stages 1 or 2 of NREM sleep. Pathological SSS or unilateral SSS (often with theta) may be linked to complex partial seizures tend to occur in deeper stages of sleep, wakefulness, in couplets and often localize to one of the anterior temporal lobes from where the seizure arises [61] (Figure 3).

4. Temporal Intermittent Rhythmic Delta Activity (TIRDA)

In TLE, interictal EEG (often in drowsiness or light sleep) shows a rhythmic sinusoidal 1–4 Hz delta activity that remains localized to the temporal lobes (Figure 2). TIRDA has high correlation with anterior temporal IEDS, SOZ, mesial, and mesiolateral TLE, particularly in patients with MTS. Lateralized TIRDA is more common in patients with extratemporal epilepsy (about 20%) [62, 63].

5. Ictal Rhythms in TLE

In majority (approximately 90%) with unilateral TLE (unilateral MRI abnormality and IEDs), the ictal lateralization corresponds to interictal IEDs and slowing. Ictal rhythms can be variable even within the same patient. Lateralization at onset can be observed in only a third of unilateral TLE [30, 64]. Ictal EEG may not aid in differentiating the anterior from posterior lateral TLE [65]. Ebersole et al. classified the ictal rhythms in TLE into three types [66]. Typical ictal surface EEG with high interrater concordance consists of a rhythmic 5 to 9 Hz theta activity that slowly evolves and remains localized to the temporal or subtemporal regions which is termed type 1 ictal rhythm (illustrative case 1). This pattern is most specific for hippocampal seizures. A lower frequency of 2 to 5 Hz irregular ictal rhythm with widespread temporal distribution is termed as “type 2 rhythm” and is...
often associated with neocortical seizures [67] (illustrative case 2). Diffuse ictal EEG changes or attenuation without clear lateralization (type 3 rhythm) can be seen both in hippocampal and temporal neocortical seizures.

6. Comparison of Surface EEG with Invasive Recordings

Correlating studies comparing surface EEG with simultaneous subdural electrodes (SEs) and depth electrodes (DEs) demonstrate that most subclinical electrical seizures confined to the hippocampus do not result in surface EEG changes (illustrative case 5: subdural recordings). When the seizure spreads from mesial temporal to the inferolateral temporal structures, type I surface rhythm is observed.

Type 2 rhythms are often neocortical seizures starting as fast activity of 20 to 40 Hz on subdural electrodes that are either not detectable on surface EEG or are seen as “attenuation patterns” followed by asynchronous theta-delta activity over the temporal regions. Type 3 ictal rhythm occurs when seizures are confined to the hippocampus or spreads rapidly to the contralateral hippocampus, where there is little synchronisation of the electrical activity over the inferior lateral temporal structures for expression on to the surface EEG.

Start-stop-start is an ictal phenomenon observed in TLE when initial ictal pattern is followed by complete cessation often reverting back to interictal EEG and then again reappearance of ictal potentials. In about a third, the restart may occur at a different anatomical location than the initial start, thus a potential pit fall of ictal localization [68].

Figure 8: (Case 3) MRI of the brain ((a) FLAIR and (b) contrast) shows a right posterior temporal lesion that is enhanced with contrast injection. FDG-PET (c) scan shows mild right temporal hypometabolism. (d) Coregistered image of the location of the subdural lines during invasive monitoring (8 contacts and three strips; the image was obtained with Atamai Epilepsy Viewer software [6]).
7. Ictal Propagation Patterns

Temporal lobe seizures often use indirect pathway for propagation into the contralateral temporal lobe more than direct hippocampal commissures [69]. The orbitofrontal cortex is strongly influenced by mesial temporal ictal activity [70]. In majority, the propagation is to ipsilateral frontal lobe, the contralateral frontal lobe, and then to the contralateral temporal lobe.

Early propagation of seizures (less than 10 seconds) suggests more widespread hyperexcitability and greater probability of bilateral temporal epileptogenesis and tends to occur in patients other than pure MTS [39, 71, 72]. Best surgical benefits can be expected in those patients with
regionalized ictal EEG activity without contralateral spread and ipsilateral interictal abnormalities.

8. Invasive Monitoring: Depth, Subdural Lines, or Both

Invasive monitoring can be safely performed either with SE or DE when noninvasive data are discordant [73, 74]. The most important step prior to embarking upon invasive recording is an “unbiased hypothesis.” Indications for invasive recordings in TLE are either bitemporal epilepsy or temporal plus syndromes [75].

Hippocampal DEs (6–8 contacts) are placed stereotactically along the long axis of hippocampus to amygdala through a small occipital burr hole. These are particularly useful in mTLE of uncertain lateralization. However, DE recordings alone do not differentiate mesial from neocortical TLE. DEs are not useful in isolation for “temporal plus” syndromes. A combination of SEs or grids with DEs tailored to an individual patient becomes essential. This is either performed through multiple subdural electrodes (for further details on the placement of invasive EEG electrodes, see Steven et al. [76]) or by a combination of a subdural grid covering the lateral temporal lobe, while the mesial structures are covered by two or three DEs (4 contacts) perpendicular through the middle temporal gyrus and the overlying grid [77, 78]. Both of these techniques are equally effective. In TLE, there is a high degree of concordance between the SE and DE recordings particularly if the electrode placement is mesial to the collateral sulcus and is recording from the surface of parahippocampal gyrus [79] (illustrative cases 3 and 5). SE/grids also provide an opportunity for functional language localization by stimulation.

In general, most of the seizures recorded by SE arise from the same lobe showing predominant IEDs and seizures on scalp EEGs [80]. On occasions, auras and subclinical seizures detected by DE recordings may not be evident on SE [81]. Presence of periodic IEDs prior to the seizure onset in mesial temporal lobe structures is often specific for hippocampal onset seizures and correlates well to reduced CA1 cell counts. Temporal neocortical seizures at onset have significantly faster frequencies (20 to 40 Hz) in contrast to the hippocampal seizures that have slower frequencies (13 to 20 Hz). TLE associated with MTS is more likely to have higher seizure onset frequency than mTLE not associated with MTS (illustrative cases 3 and 5).

Two common seizure patterns in temporal lobe seizures are hypersynchronous rhythmic high-amplitude activity (HYA) and low-voltage fast activity (LVFA) (illustrative cases 3 and 5). HYA is likely to represent more focal onset and lesser rate of spread to contralateral mesial temporal structures and is associated with more marked neuronal loss in the hippocampi than the LVFA that tends to be more regionalized and neocortical in nature involving both hippocampal and extrahippocampal networks [82–85]. Seizures with LVFA or rhythmic sinusoidal ictal patterns are associated with better outcomes after surgery [86].

Following seizure onset and initial recruitment of the surrounding area, the ictal rhythm propagates variably. The
Figure 12: (Case 5) MRI of the brain in a patient with refractory complex partial seizures shows severe left MTS (upper). Atami Epilepsy Viewer image of bilateral subdural lines placed for invasive monitoring (lower).

Figure 13: (Case 5) Normal EEG (a) in a patient with refractory complex partial seizures and left mesial temporal sclerosis. Ictal EEG at onset during one of the CPSs (b) (arrows) shows semirhythmic theta onset over the right temporal regions (arrow). Postictal EEG (c) shows right temporal rhythmic delta activity (arrow).
Figure 14: Subdural ictal EEG shows rhythmic spikes arising from the left hippocampal area followed by localised low-voltage fast activity and then sequential spikes spreading to the left subtemporal area (a) (arrows) but not to the left temporal neocortex. (b) About 12 seconds into the seizure, it spreads to the right temporal regions (both mesial and neocortical) (arrow heads) with continued activity in the left temporal region with offset in right temporal lobe (c). Prominent postictal slowing over the right temporal region is seen (c).

Figure 15: (Case 6) EEG in a 38-year-old woman with refractory complex partial seizures and left MTS. (a) Background EEG that showed mild independent bilateral temporal and generalized slowing; (b) right anterior temporal spikes (⋆); (c) left anterior temporal spikes (⋆⋆) (right temporal IEDs to left temporal IEDs 70 : 30) in sleep; (d) left temporal type 2 ictal rhythm as rhythmic delta activity in the left temporal regions (arrows) during one of her typical complex partial seizures (seizure onset zone). A total of 16 seizures were captured from the left temporal region. She underwent a left ATL and was seizure-free at last followup 12 months and had a marked reduction in the right temporal IEDs.

spread can be to the ipsilateral temporal lobe, contralateral mesial temporal, or temporal neocortex [87]. Long inter-hemispheric propagation times are associated with good surgical outcomes in mTLE. Time to propagation of the seizure to the contralateral hippocampus is directly proportional to cell loss in the Cornu Ammonis (CA) subfield 4 (CA4, also known as the hilar region of the dentate gyrus), suggesting a role for CA4 in this process [88].

9. Wasted Hippocampal Syndrome

In rare instances, one may come across patients with severe unilateral HA with contralateral ictal onset of seizures. These patients are often referred to have “wasted hippocampal syndrome” (illustrative case 5) [89]. In vast majority of patients, invasive recordings show seizures arising from the atrophic side, and they have very good seizure outcomes with
surgery. IEDs on surface EEG are more likely to correlate with the lateralization of the seizures in this situation. It is debatable if these subsets of patients need invasive study. In selected patients, noninvasive tests such as SPECT or PET may aid resective surgery without invasive monitoring.

10. Postictal EEG

Postictal EEG adds critical information particularly when seizure onset is unclear, or ictal changes are marred by muscle artifacts. The accuracy of postictal findings for lateralization has a higher degree of interrater reliability particularly in TLE than extratemporal seizures [90]. Postictal EEG findings include polymorphic lateralized delta activity [91], background suppression, and postictal spikes (57%, 29%, and 25%, resp.) [92]. Postictal spikes are most sensitive for lateralization but may be affected by seizures spreading to the contralateral temporal lobe. In about a third, there may be no distinctive postictal change. These findings are affected by intensity of seizures, degree of HA, contralateral spread, and secondary generalization [93, 94]. A combination of

---

**Figure 16:** (Case 7) A 42-year-old woman with refractory CPS of suspected insular origin from the age of 32 years with left MTS on MRI. Her seizures would start with an aura as upper limb paraesthesia in about 20% of her seizures that would progress to lack of awareness and profound drooling lasting less than 30 seconds. Interictal EEG showing left temporal theta and left temporal-frontal spikes ((a) arrows and (b) *) ((a) bipolar and (b) referential montage of same epoch). (c) EEG during her recorded seizures showing left temporal rhythmic theta after a brief attenuation for few seconds (c). FDG PET (d) and (e) demonstrate left insular (long arrow) and left mesial temporal (arrow head) hypometabolism ((c) and (d) arrows).
postictal changes that persist longer is likely with widespread or secondary generalized seizure.

11. High-Frequency Oscillations (HFOs)

HFOs or ripples are electrical potentials in 80–600 Hz range recorded from the normal hippocampus and parahippocampal structures of humans with intracranial macroelectrodes. They may reflect normal inhibitory field potentials needed for neuronal synchronization. HFOs in the range of 250–600 Hz (fast ripples, FRs) are often recorded from the pathologic hippocampus and parahippocampal structures of patients with mTLE [95]. They are prominent in the SOZ, and they provide independent additional information on epileptogenicity of IEDs [96]. HFOs have high specificity for SOZ even with very short recordings of only 10 minutes. Total resection of HFOs containing tissues results in good surgical outcomes [97, 98].

12. Conclusions

EEG remains the most important investigation in appropriately subclassifying patients with TLE along with other clinical and noninvasive data. Clinical history, physical findings, neuropsychological testing, MRI, and at times PET and SPECT, fMRI, or MEG data need to be integrated with EEG to select the ideal patients who would benefit from surgery. Most patients with TLE can be selected for surgery based on surface recordings alone. With discordant data, invasive monitoring helps to aid this decision.
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